EMIL DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, JILLING
PUJA HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2019-20)
CLASS-UKG
ENGLISH






Write vowel words(each vowel 10 words)
Draw and write using of ’ and’ pg no-45,46(my English book)
Practice story from syllabus ‘The frog and the bull’
Practice rhymes as per syllabus.

EVS







Draw and 5 helpers name
Write 5 fruits name
Write 5 vegetables name
Write 5 wild animals name
Learn and remember all from class work copy.

MATH






Write number from1 to 50(2times)
Write number names 1 to 20(2times)
Practice numberline addition & subtraction
Paste different type of SHAPES pictures(in c. w copy)

ODIA

 ‘କ ଠାରୁ ଲ’ ପର୍ଯ୍ୟନ୍ତ ଲଲଖ (୨ ଥର)
 ପାଠ ଅଭ୍ୟାସ ୧,୨,୩ ଲଲଖି ଆଣିବ I
 ଗପ ଓ ଗୀତ ଅଭ୍ୟାସ (From syllabus)
HINDI

 Write page no.37,40,41(बाऱ माधुरी)
 Write page no-25,26,27(शब्द अभ्यास)
 Paste 5 fruits picture in classwork copy
 Practice story from syllabus.
 Practice rhymes as per syllabus.

EMIL DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, JILLING
PUJA HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2019-20)

STD-I
ENGLISH
Learn all and remember from c,w copy.
Prepare a mask of hen, cat,duck
Write question answer from ch-16, 18 and 19

EVS









Paste 5 pictures of important festivals in( scrap book)
Paste pictures of your family members in (scrap book)
Write 5 lines about (Gandhi Jayanti)
MATH
Write(1 to 60)number names.
Paste different shapes pictures in (scrap book)
Write Table 5, 6, 7, 8
Add & sub page no-81 to 83 in book & copy.

HINDI






Paste 10 pictures of Birds.
Paste 10 Flowers pictures
Paste 10 fruites pictures in hindi c,w copy
Write 5 pages handwriting
Write one poem(L-10)

ODIA
 ସଂଖ୍ୟା ଲେଖ୍ (୧୧-୨୦) ୨ଥର

।



ଅକ୍ଷରଲର ଲେଖ୍ (୧୧-୨୦) ୨ଥର ।



ଗୀତ (ଉଇ) ପାଠ -୧୧ ଅଭ୍ୟାସ ।



ଉ(୪) କାର ଥିବା ୧୦ ଟି ଶବ୍ଦ ଲେଖ୍ ।



ପାଠ -୧୨-୧୩ (ପଠନାଭ୍ୟାସ) ।

COMPUTER.
 Read and Write Keyboard and different Important keys
 Read and write Mouse and clicks

STD-II
ENGLISH

 Write question and answer of chapter-HANUMAN ,THE SILVER TRAY
,THE INCH OF GOLD
 Write a paragraph about how you spend your winter vacation.
EVS

 Make a project on different sources of water.pg 80
 Learn ch-6,7,8 hard words and question answer
 Write a project on different types of Plants (Tree ,
Shrubs,herbs,climbers,creepers)

HINDI

 Paste 10 freedom fighters pictures and write their names.
 Write any 2 poems with pictures.
 Write a paragraph about Topic-(मेऱा)
 Write any one small story
ODIA

 Practice recitation (ସୁନ୍ଦର ଆମ ଘର)
 Write a paragraph with picture (Topic-ଦୀପାବଳି)
 ଅକ୍ଷର ଲର ଲଲଖ ଏକାବନ ରୁ ସତୁ ରି(୨ ଥର)
 ସଂଖୟା ଲର ଲଳଖ ୫୧-୭୦(୨ ଥର)
 Learn all question and answers from class work ପାଠ(୯,୧୦)
MATH

 Write Table-13,14(2 times)
 Do Summore Exercise (37 to 43)
 Practice Word problem pg,44.51,61,62(Primery book)
COMPUTER.

 Read and Write Keyboard and different Important keys
 Read and write Mouse and clicks

